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ARTICLE INFO       Abstract 

This paper aims to highlight profession of water-carrier in the Graeco-

Roman period through papyri, ostracas and terracotta figurines. It 

discusses the implements and animals used in carrying and 

transporting water. It describes examples of water carrier's figurines in 

the Egyptian museum in Cairo and Graeco Roman Museum in 

Alexandria. The results reveal that the water carrier played an 

important role in supplying water to people and quarries; they used 

water skins and depended on donkeys and camels in carrying water.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Introduction 

Man's need for water since ancient times prompted him to pay attention to water resources 

and their preservation. Therefore, water was linked to an ancient profession, as the profession 

of water carrier, which was prevalent in the Egyptian society since the Pharaonic era. On the 

walls of some ancient Egyptian tombs1, the ancient Egyptian depicted a man carrying on his 

shoulders a large stick with two water skins hanging from its both ends2. 

This paper aims to highlight the profession of water-carrier in the Graeco-Roman Egypt 

through analyzing papyri, ostracas and describing terracotta figurines. The paper discusses 

the tasks of the water carrier and clarifies the implements and animals used in carrying and 

transporting water. In addition, it identifies the areas that were in dire need of water carriers' 

services. Examples of water carrier's figurines in the Egyptian museum in Cairo and the 

Graeco Roman Museum in Alexandria are described methodology. 

The profession of water carrier through papyri and ostracas: 

Water carrier in the documents of Ptolemaic Period: 

Our knowledge about the activity of the water carrier during the Ptolemaic period is 

concluded from seven papyri dating back to the third century BC3. The first is a papyrus from 

Philadelphia4, a village in the Arsinoite nome, which is a letter dating back to 257 BC sent by 

Maron5 to Zenon (Agent of the Minister of Finance). It reads6:  

"Maron to Zenon, greeting. Please assign me, if you think fit, 2½ more drachmas for my 

salary … to provide for the cost of grinding and for buying water…. But do just as you think 

right yourself. Many persons are occupied … those engaged in guarding a salary of 15 

drachmas and …artabas of wheat". 

In another document7 from Philadelphia dating back to the Third century BC, there is a boy 

called Kleon who writes a memorandum to Zenon (the agent of Apollonius). It reads:  

"Memorandum from Kleon to his father Zenon8. Please send us the salary or provisions that 

are for both me and my mother, totaling with the oil, 17 drachmas. Wine is also ours, 

containing 6 large chous plus 3 small cotyles, also the contribution for the festival of Hermes 

and the Muses9, for everyone else has already contributed. Also give interest concerning the 

water, for we have been buying it for many days past".    

These two documents concern us as they emphasize that both the official Maron and the boy 

Kleon are preoccupied with the costs of buying water. Although they did not explain the kind 
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of water they are preoccupied with, however it is clear from their conversation that they mean 

the cost of buying drinking water or water for household use in general. 

According to the previous mentioned documents, we can conclude that there was a person in 

charge of selling fresh water or water for household use. This profession is also emphasized 

in other documents. One of them is a fragment of document from the city of Krokodilopolis10 

in the Arsinoite nome, dating back to 26/27 February of 221 BC. It is a petition submitted to 

the king by a person called Eutychos. It reads11: 

"Eutychos, the water carrier to the king Ptolemy, salute, I was hurt by the sons of Apollonius. 

When I got up my work at Elias's house ... "They rushed towards me and poured (water on 

the ground). ..... They assaulted me and my wife as well with hands..." 

From this document we know that the water carrier in the Ptolemaic period was nicknamed: 

(12 from the verb (, which means carrying water. He managed to 

carry and sell water to the homes near the water supply.  

There is a collection of papyri from Arsinoe dating back to the third century BC, which are 

daily accounts of the costs of buying fresh water from water carriers. They recorderd: 

Half A obol for water carrier13,  

half A obol for water carrier14,  

half A obol for the theatre water15,  

to Philemon the water carrier16.  

It can be concluded from these accounts that the wage of the water carrier in exchange for 

carrying water to houses or theatres near the water supply was half a obol17 (less than 1/10 a 

drachma18) at a time during the third century BC. 

Water carrier in the documents and ostracas of the Roman Period: 

Considering the documentary evidence related to the profession of water carrier during the 

Roman era, it can be divided into two groups. The first deals with the aspects of the activity 

of the water carrier in supplying water to villages and cities for various purposes19. The 

second deals with the role of water carrier in transporting water to quarries and military 

installations scattered in the eastern desert of Egypt20. 

Therefore, the first collection of documentary evidence will be highlighted, including a 

papyrus document dating back to the period between 162 AD and 167 AD. It is a statement of 

account related to the agricultural work in Tebtunis village in the Arsinoite nome, stating that 

the cost of using four donkeys in transferring water amounted to two obols21. 

Another document22, dating back to August 16, 166 AD, stated the account of the expenses of 

building a wine mill in Tebtunis village, including the wages of water carriers. These were as 

follows: "26 of water carriers …6 obols for water carriers"  

The document also contains the cost of using the water carriers' donkeys to transport water to 

construction sites, namely: 

"14 obols for water carrier's donkey" 

"2 drachmas23 for water carriers’' donkey"  

"4 drachmas for two donkeys to transport water" 

Therefore, it turns out that the water carriers were transporting water from long distances for 

use in irrigating agricultural lands and constructing various architectural structures. Given the 

need for such large quantities of water as well as the long distance from the water supply, it 

was normal for water carriers to rely on donkeys to transport water. There is no doubt that the 
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cost of using donkeys was related to the amount of water transported and the distance 

between the water source and the destined place. 

It is worth mentioning that the activity of water carriers was not the transferring water for 

irrigation and construction only, but also for domestic use in general. There is a document24 

from Memphis dating back to the second century AD, which referred to a water carrier called 

Arbikhis in the same village. There are also two other documents 25dating back to the third 

century, one from the village of Soknopaiou Nesos26 in the Arsinoite nome, which is an 

account of the daily expenses. Both included a reference to the water carrier. 

In addition, the city of Hermopolis Magna27 provided us with a document dating back to the 

period between 317 AD and 323 AD, which is a an account, impling that the cost of buying 

cold water during a trip amounted to ca. 100 drachmas. This reflects the role of water carriers 

in selling water to travelers on roads, people in villages and cities, for use in drinking, 

irrigation of agricultural land and the construction of architectural facilities away from the 

water supply. 

As for the water resource on which the water carriers relied to bring water suitable for 

household use or potable water in particular, there is an ostraca28 from the city of 

Oxyrhynchus dating back to the fourth or fifth century AD that included the following: 

"In 2 Tobi. The work of Pamun, the water carrier at the pure wet river" 

It is possible that this document is an official certificate confirming that the water-carrier 

Pamun was practicing his profession of carrying clear water from the River nile for drinking. 

This means that during the period between the fourth and fifth centuriy AD, Egypt witnessed 

an administration specialized in issuing official certificates related to practicing the water 

carrier profession and the conditions necessary for practicing this profession. Perhaps this 

administration was concerned with obliging water carriers to bring drinking water from the 

best sites River nile in order to keep away from any source of pollution to maintain public 

health. 

Now, the researcher turn to the second group of documentary evidence of the water-carrier 

profession which dates back to the Roman Period. These documents related to the activity of 

water-carriers in the quarries and military establishments deployed in the eastern desert of 

Egypt. It is worth pointing out that almost all the evidence is represented by the ostracas from 

Mount Claudianus29. This area included several quarries and were inhabited by military 

commanders, soldiers, civilians of skilled and unskilled workers, as well as women and 

children30. 

It was normal for these settlers to include workers for practicing the water carrying 

profession. This is witnessed by a number of ostracas31 from the Claudianus quarries, dating 

back to the period between 136 and 137 AD 32.  

Fragment 1: Part (1) 
"1 The 7th. Carrying water-skins, 34 men. For firewood, 6 men. Temperers, bellows-men, 8 

men. In the stomoterion, 3 men. In the watch-tower, 3 men. Water-carriers in the quarry, 3 

men. Workers in the quarry, 9 men. Guards of the living quarters, 3 men. In the bakery, 2 

men. Platearius 1. Total 72 men". 

Part (2) 
"12  The 8th. Carrying water-skins, 37 men. In the quarry, 15 men. For firewood, 5 men. 

Temperers, bellows-men, 8 men. In the stomoterion, 3 men. In the watch-tower, 2 men. 

Water-carriers in the quarry, 3 men. In the bakery, 2. Guards of the living quarters, 3 men. 

Platearius, 1. Total, 74 men". 
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Part (3) 
"23  The 9th. Carrying water-skins, 32 men. In the quarry, 20 men. For firewood, 10 men 

Temperers, bellows-men 6 men ...  

fragment 2:  

"28 .. Water-carriers 10 men. In the stomoterion 10 men. In the bakery, 10 men. Platearius 1. 

Total 20 men". 

The previous document provides information on the distribution of works to the workers of 

Claudianus quarries. It stated the prominent tasks related to water carriers, which come first 

of all daily works as evidenced by the text. It can be understood that in the seventh day it was 

decided to assign 34 men to move the waterskins and 3 men to carry water to the quarry; on 

the eighth day, 37 men for transporting waterskins and three men for carrying water to the 

quarry; on the ninth day, 32 men for transporting waterskins and 10 to carry water to the 

quarry. This meant that water carriers were working daily at Claudianus quarries, it is clear 

that they were divided into two groups: the first group known as   

was carrying water to the quarry. The second group, called  was responsible 

for bringing potable water from the reservoirs to the workers. This reflects the large number 

of water carriers in the quarries of Claudianus.  

This emphasizes the need for Claudianus quarries in particular and the Eastern desert in 

general for the services of water carriers. Therefore, the available documentary evidence 

included information on: 

1- The means upon which the water carriers relied to carry water and the methods of keeping. 

2 - The places where the water carriers go to bring fresh water. 

3- The fresh water tanks in Claudianus quarries.  

Means of carrying and supplying water: 

An ostraca33 from Claudianus quarries dated back to 107 AD mentioned that there was a 

woman called Grata telling the following to someone called Successus34: 

A Letter from Grata to Successus 

"Grata to Successus, her brother, many greetings. I notified Artimas about the 140 water-

skins and he answered that he had neither received them nor seen them. I sent Geta to the 

sesquiplicarius and he said he had not received them. He called Alexander, the former 

curator, and he said he had received them and in turn had passed them on to Castoras. 

Seeing what you had sent, Artimas said grumbling: 'Woe on me, poor man, I am not able to 

supply them.' Greet my brother Sabinus and everyone. I pray for your health." 

It can be concluded from the previous ostraca that Grata was preoccupied with identifying the 

person who received a shipment to Mons Claudianus from the Nile Valley. This shipment 

consists of 140 waterskins. It confirms at the end of the letter that the shipment was received 

by Alexander, the former Curator of the castle of Mons Claudianus. Here are two significant 

points: 

A: The Curator's tasks at Mons Claudianus and indication of his competence to receive the 

shipment of waterskins.  

B: The meaning of the term "waterskin". 

Concerning the tasks of Curator in the quarries of Claudianus, a collection of ostracas from 

Mons Claudianus - dated back to the second century AD - shows that the site included a 

military castle35 headed by a military commander known as "Curator"36 whose tasks included 

supervising the water and its supplies37. As for the term ) it means "waterskin or 

receptacle".  It seems that Mons Claudianus managed to get these waterskins from the near 
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provinces locating at a distance of three-days from the Nile Valley, namely Apollonopolis 

Magna (now Edfu), Koptos (now Qift), and the Tentoris (now Dendera). These provinces 

were well-known to meet the needs of both workers in the Eastern desert or travelers. It 

seems clear that they were raising many goats because waterskins were made only of goat 

skin38.  Hence, it can be concluded that the waterskins were the appropriate means to carry 

water to the quarries of Claudianus or the Eastern desert of Egypt in general39. As long as the 

Curator was in charge of water supply, he must have been responsible for receiving the 

waterskins coming from the Nile valley for distribution to the water carriers at Mons 

Claudianus. In addition, this indicates that water carriers work under the supervision of the 

Curator of the military castle whether they were in Mons Claudianus or spread along the 

roads linking the quarries to the Nile valley. Due to the importance of waterskins in carrying 

water, it was necessary to take several measures to maintain and preserve them. An ostraca 

dating back to 107 AD, it can be found that Domitius - Curator of the castle of Claudianus 

quarries- tells Successus40: 

"Domitius curator to Successus, greetings. You gave me oil when yesterday I went down with 

the working decania and the bucket which I (now) send you (back),10 in order that you see 

what I used during the whole day. When he came down today to carry out just one trip of 

water carrying, he used twice as much. If you do not believe me, that he alone uses this,11 

send one of your men to sit here for a single day so that you may learn. Farewell." 

Another ostraca dated back to 107 AD is a letter from Leontas to Successus. It stated the 

following41:  

"Leontas to Successus, greetings. Please exchange the 4 water-skins and send me two baskets 

so that the water-skins do not suffer. Farewell." 

The above two ostracas mentioned that preserving waterskins in the quarries of Claudianus 

required two basic things. First, there was a need to provide oil for painting them to maintain 

their elasticity and prevent cracking. Second: it was important to place waterskins in baskets 

avoid exposure to sun rays.  

Undoubtedly, the water-carriers’ method of using waterskins depended on the distance 

between the water supply and the destination. For example, when the water supply and the 

destination are close, water carriers rely only on themselves to carry and transport it, 

otherwise, animals are used. This is evident in an ostraca found in the quarries of Claudianus 

dating back to the second century BC, which is an official letter sent to the Curator of Raima 

Castle. The letter says the following42:  

"Greeting to Sir Apolinaris the Curator of Raima castle. I would like you to inform that ....., 

......, ...... I have sent the camels of the state to Akantha to get the water in order that we may 

not to be hurt. I sent the camels of the state and the civilians as well". 

The previous letter shows that camels were used to transport water to long distances in the 

Eastern desert43. They were clearly divided into two types. The first was the camels of the 

state and was required by the Roman administration in the Nile valley to aid in the activities 

of the quarries for a specific period. The second type is the civil camels that apparently 

belonged to individuals who were investing them in quarrying44. 

The previous letter also identifies a freshwater well in the Eastern desert, at Akantha area 

lying on the road leading to the Claudianus quarry45. It is worth mentioning that Akantha was 

not the only area with a freshwater well as there was another in an area of Raima that also 

located on the road leading to the Claudianus quarries46. There is no doubt that water carriers 

used to go to these wells to get fresh water and transport it to the quarries of Claudianus. 
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This raises a question: about what follows in the quarries of Claudianus after bringing fresh 

water. To answer this question, the following can be cited47: 

"The second (of the month) Epip. The carriers clean the reservoirs and the backyard of the 

castle". 

"The second (of the month) Epip. The carriers carry water to the reservoir"48. 

Thus, it turns out that water carriers of the Claudianus quarries were carrying out various 

tasks from getting fresh water and carrying it on the backs of camels to the quarries to fill the 

reservoirs after cleaning them. In addition, they provide it in waterskins to the workers on the 

site either for drinking or for use in mining. There is a group of ostracas talking about 

distributing the rations of drinking water to workers in Claudianus quarries, it explained that 

the per capita share ranged between 2 and 3 liters per day49. Van der Veen said in his study of 

Claudianus quarries that the number of settlers was about 290 capita50, this means that water 

carriers had to commensurate with these settlers, with the requirements of mining beside 

satisfying the needs of animals used to transport quarry products to the Nile valley. 

The archaeological evidence of water-carrier 

There are examples of figurines representing the profession of water-carrier. We will deal 

with Examples from the Egyptian Museum in Cairo and in the Graeco-Roman Museum in 

Alexandria. 

1- Terracotta figurine of water-carrier in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Pl. 1, a, b 

and c) No. 26752 

Height: 8 cm 

Provenance: Naukratis 

Roman Period 

  
(Pl. 1.c) A Terreacotta figurine of water-

carrier, Egyptian Museum in Cairo 

(Zayed, M., 2019, 13-34) 

(Pl. 1. a, b) A Terreacotta figurine of water-

carrier, Egyptian Museum 

yed, M., 2019, 13-34) (Za 

Description: 

The terracotta figurine depicts a young man sitting in an irregular posture, holding a water 

skin (pl.1a). He is leaning to the ground on his knees, trunk and elbows bending over the 

water skin, is stretching his head forward up; and his legs backwards to rely on the water skin 

that he is leaning on, the base of the figurine itself (pl. 1.b). Meanwhile, he is holding the 

water skin and that represents and projecting its ring mouth, more likely to a fountain or a 

water source fall with a full concentrating looking face features, trying to fill it with water.51 
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The water carrier is shown naked except from a lion skinned band tied around his neck. The 

lion skin is recognized by the lion's paws tied around his neck and hanging down his back. 

He is leaning on a water band. There are some scattered hairs on the waterskin at the end of 

the band, (pl. 1.c), indicating that the band is made of a goat’s skin. The suggestion that the 

water skin is made of a goat’s skin is affirmed by two indications. First, the water skin takes a 

streamlined wavy shape as appears under the water carrier. Second, the mouth of the water 

skin is also wavy-shaped which is signified by his grip on it. The band and the lion skin 

together form a semi-circular shape designed perhaps to make the figurine easy to grasp 

through this cavity. 

The water carrier is shown here with a plump face and furrowed forehead, the eyebrows are 

thick and linked together. The eyes incised carefully with circular upper and lower lids, and 

round irises and pupils. The nose is small. The mouth is slightly open, with fleshy parted lips 

and a pointed chin.  

As for the hair style, it is treated entirely in the round, styled in protruding thick hair locks in 

three rows, it is notable that the locks get longer and looser as they reach the back of the 

neck, which is fully covered by hair, the neck is raised to look up straightly. The hair is 

hanging back loosely covering the whole back of the neck. It is noteworthy that thickness of 

the hair shortens the forehead on which some wrinkles are portrayed to represent the water 

carrier’s seriousness and strict look. 

The figurine is made from Nile silt which gives it the dark brown or reddish-brown color 

upon burning52. This type of silt is abundant in all areas of Delta and the Nile valley53. When 

comparing the color of its fired Nile silt to that of the terracotta collection preserved in the 

British museum whose source is Naucratis, we will find that the latter is dark brown. 

Nevertheless, many of them are glazed while the others are not54. Moreover, there are many 

similar terracotta pieces made from the same raw material preserved in the Greek and Roman 

museum in Alexandria,55  

Concerning the technique, the figurine was undoubtedly hand-made, representing a unique 

and a rare condition. All the parts of the figurine are skillfully shaped. In fact, the artist 

excellently shaped the figurine and paid much attention to all the physiognomic details of the 

water-carrier body and managed to manifest seriousness on his face. Moreover, the technique 

known as "Sfomato" clearly appears in the plump, clear bones of face56. The artist was also 

skillful and professionally realistic in shaping the muscles of the body; however, the most 

expressive part of the figurine is the head area, the facial features, shape of hair, fleshy neck, 

and the flexibility of body. In fact, the execution of this distinguished posture was perfectly 

streamlined. This is in addition to the wavy effect added to the water skin. All these artistic 

features are in line with the style and artistic features of Praxiteles 57, whose style influenced 

the Alexandrian school of art during the Greek and Roman times58.  

This piece can be traced to the 2nd century AD, especially the Antonine period due to the 

sharp concentrating look of the face,59 the incised circular eyelids60 as well as the heavy wavy 

locks of hair61.  

By studying this figurine, we can conclude that the city of Naucratis62 – in which was found 

this piece, was a city of great importance at all times. This city started as a settlement in the 

Western Delta many centuries before Alexander the Great’s invasion of Egypt, it continued to 

witness an economic prosperity until the Roman era. Thus, there is no doubt that discovering 

such a good quality and skillfully-made piece of art belonging to the second century AD 

indicates that the city was witnessing a renaissance at both the economic and cultural levels. 

Moreover, this indicates that it was undoubtedly inhabited during that period as deduced from 
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the existence of a water-carrier who used to rove around the city from one end to the other to 

practice his profession. 

It is also noteworthy that depicting the water carrier as naked showing a perfect body 

indicates the dominant Greek feature of sculpture. This indicates that Greeks represented the 

majority of the population of the city during the Roman era. This hypothesis is attested by 

literature on the subject and Greek papyri discovered in Egypt, which in total attest that 

Naucratis became a free Greek city. After the king Psamtik, I had devoted this city to all the 

Greek civilians residing in Egypt, the city of Naukratis became one of the three cities where 

the Greeks managed to reside during the Ptolemaic period with Alexandrians and 

Ptolemais and had special privileges and form the upper class63. During the Roman era the 

Romans considered the Hellenistic citizens of the three cities as privileged and preserved 

their previous advantages. In addition, during the Roman era, marriage was prohibited 

between the citizens of these cities and the nationalists in order to preserve the purity of their 

genre64. 

2- Figurine of water-carrier in the Graeco-Roman Museum of Alexandria 

GRM. 23924, Room 16. 

Height: 41 cm 

Provenance: Lower Egypt 

Late Hellenistic Period 

Description 

This figurine is made out of white marble, this 41-cm-high figurine is purchased from Lower 

Egypt. The head of this figurine is missed. It represents the water carrier, which dates to the 

late Hellenistic Period65. The water carrier wears a transparent chiton leaving a good part of 

his chest uncovered. He carries a waterskin on his back tying it around his chest and 

shoulders with a double rope to tighten it up, thus referring to the heavy weight of the water 

skin.66(pl. 2) 

 
(Pl. 2) A Figurine of water carrier in the Graeco-Roman museum in Alexandria 

(Hassan, F. A., 2002) 

A comparative study of the two models indicates the perfection of all the details of the parts 

of the statues and the skill in depicting it at a particular moment. In the model of the Greco-

Roman museum, the artist depicts the water carrier while performing his work, he carries his 

water skin on his back, walks and it slightly bends forward. He is suffering from the heavy 

weight of the water skin. In the model of the Egyptian museum the artist represents the water 

carrier at the moment of relaxation, perhaps after his work. Despite this diversity, the 

figuration of both models demonstrates an unprecedented stage of artistic prosperity. 

Results 

The profession of the water carrier was attested in the papyri dating back to the Graeco-

Roman period. This profession was known in the papyri as ( According to the 

documents of the Ptolemaic period, water carriers played an important role in providing fresh 

water to the people for household use in general, for domestic use and for construction. 
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Another collection of papyri mentioned daily accounts of the costs of buying fresh water 

from water carriers which was about half an obol (less than 1/10 a drachma) at a time during 

the third century BC.  

As for the evidence of the profession of water carrier during the Roman period, there are two 

groups, the first indicated the important role of the water carrier in supplying water to villages 

and cities for use in various purposes. The second deals with the role of water carrier in 

transporting water to the quarries especially of Mons Claudianos and military installations 

scattered in the Eastern desert of Egypt.  

Due to the importance of this profession It seems that during the period between the fourth 

and fifth centuries AD, Egypt witnessed an administration specialized in issuing official 

certificates relating to the water carrier profession and the conditions necessary for practicing 

this profession.  

As for the means used to carry water, they used water skins made of goat skin. Several 

measures were taken to maintain and preserve them.  

When we compare between the documents of the Ptolemaic and Roman period, we find that 

during the Ptolemaic period the work was limited to supplying water to villages and cities for 

use in various purposes. During the Roman period the work included supplying water to the 

quarries in the Eastern desert. In the late Roman period the work was organized and required 

official certificates to practice this profession.   

The profession of water-carrier was represented by figurines of terracotta. The terracotta 

examples were used to indicate that artists during the Graeco-Roman period were keen to 

reflect the activities of all the classes of the Egyptian society, especially lower ones. This 

profession as represented by these figurines required a physical strength. 

The study also reveals that the profession of water carriers was widespread in small towns 

and gained reputation outside the capital city as both models were discovered in Delta. 

Furthermore, the settlement of Naucratis boomed during the Roman era and was distinctive 

as far as culture and art are concerned. However, some other figurines were shaped manually, 

in which case special attention was paid to all the details of the figurine. 

Conclusion: 

The role played by the profession of water carriers is evident in the considered papyri and the 

ostracas in addition to terracotta figurines. People in provinces and villages scattered 

throughout Egypt relied on water carriers to buy water, either for household use or for 

irrigation and construction. They had a prominent role in providing water to the settlers of 

Claudianus quarries in the Eastern desert of Egypt. They used water skins for carrying water, 

and depended on donkeys and camels for transporting to long distances especially in the 

Eastern desert. It is clear that they played an important role in creating new administrative 

and economic ideas during the Ptolemaic and Roman rule in Egypt. The artists during the 

Graeco-Roman period were keen to reflect the activities of all the classes of the Egyptian 

society, especially lower classes, so this profession was represented by figurines of terracotta. 
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